
Online Retail Automotive Industry Business for Sale
Melbourne

Location:Melbourne
Asking: $879,000

Type:
Relocatable 
eCommerce / 
Transport/Automotive

Contact:
Matteo Melis
+61 433 719 112 or +61 7 
3831 2300

aubizbuysell.com.au/108156

LINK Business Brisbane
Broker Ref: BR01271 
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eCommerce Automotive Business for Sale T/o
$2,000,000+
Online store, long established for more than 10 years and servicing customers Australia-wide through
a well designed online platform. This business is a true industry leader ranking first consistently as a
top retailer in the country by sales (supplier's data) and boasting impressive ratings & customer
database.

With over 10 years of online presence, the platform benefits from prime organic ranking on search
engines, driving continuous traffic to the store, and resulting in a strong trading revenue ($2,000,000+
p/year) with marketing spend at less than 3% cost.

Fantastic opportunity for established retailers within the motorcycle or automotive industry to boost
their revenue by bringing a noticeable online component to their existing trade. All the support
and training will be provided by current owners.

Highlights

- Established in 2011 with strong following & customer database; Subscribers: 8000+

- High returning customer rate & satisfaction; Google Rating: 4.9 (161 Reviews)

- Unparalleled online presence ranking first on search engines organically in its product category;

- Fully owner operated by husband & wife team; easy to run and all support & training will be provided;

- Warehouse: Brisbane; the business can be easily relocated anywhere in Australia;

- 100% Australian based and huge inventory; fantastic relationship with major suppliers and brands;

- Excellent profitability stable at 17% across the past 3 financial years;

Priced at $879,000 + SAV and genuine reason for sale with all offers considered.

Enquire now to discover more about this opportunity and receive a full information memorandum.
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